13th Jan 2022

Attendees

- James Butcher
- Iain Anderson
- Jim White
- Farshid Tavakolizadeh
- Siggi Skulason
- Mengyi Wang
- Lenny Goodell
- Walt Morton

Agenda

- ADRs to discuss
  - Changes to Device Profiles #605
    - I see 2 remaining points to resolve:
      - Describing the change validation checks
        https://github.com/edgexfoundry/edgex-docs/pull/605#discussion_r7835
        24627
        - Tony not on call. Jim to discuss with Tony
      - Which Device Properties can be updated:
        https://github.com/edgexfoundry/edgex-docs/pull/605#discussion_r7835
        19261
        - Again Jim to discuss with Tony
  - Metrics Collection #268
    - Recent additions from Jim & Lenny. No outstanding issues?
  - Unit of Measure #386
    - Feedback required Looks straightforward

- Core WG Project Board
- QA/Test Project Board
- Kubernetes - Lenny has updated helm charts. Now working with Jakarta. Security settings being applied by Bryon Nevis
  - Lenny’s current work: https://github.com/lenny-intel/edgex-helm/tree/jakarta
  - Calls to review/test please
  - Lenny to create ticket and note benefits over existing example approach

- ZeroMQ License issue
  - Second license is LGPL so now non-issue (as per Lenny and Intel)
Ticket Status

- Core WG [Project Board](#)
  - go-mod-configuration
    - Fixed issues
      - #52 Add "make lint" target and add to "make test" target
  - go-mod-messaging
    - Fixed issues
      - #123 The README is outdated
  - go-mod-registry
    - Fixed issues
      - #86 Add "make lint" target and add to "make test" target
  - go-mod-core-contacts
    - Fixed issues
  - go-mod-bootstrap
    - Fixed issues
      - #300 Linting error: sigchanyzer: misuse of unbuffered os.Signal channel as argument to signal.Notify (govet)
      - #280 Add "make lint" target and add to "make test" target
  - edgex-go
    - Fixed issues
      - #3844 Publish Swagger for Karmakura to 2.2.0
  - edgex-compose
    - Fixed issues
      - #210 BUG (Jakarta): LLRP App Service missing volume for snapshot data
  - edgex-docs
    - New issues
      - #667 Document how to build the EdgeX containers for each release
    - In Progress issues
      - #655 anchor tags are hard to see in documentation due to styling
    - Fixed issues
      - #653 Kamakura - API reference links (swagger) need to be updated

- QA/Test Issues
  - Edgex-taf [Project Board](#)